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Abstract 
There are many ways of measuring torque in electrical machines. Recent 
advances in transducer technologies means that measurement of torque will be 
more precise and easy. Traditionally, slip rings have been used for 
telemetering for measurement on meters and microcomputer systems. This 
project formed part of the Torque Measurement project carried out together 
with 2 other undergraduate project partners, Mr. Lye Teik Tan and Mr. Yi Fu 
Sia. This project thesis investigates the possibility of using optoelectronics to 
remotely transfer torque signals digitally (from a set of strain gauges connected 
in bridge configuration) to a microcomputer thus eliminating the use of slip 
rings. It also details the designing, fabrication, testing, calibration of the 
hardware and software used in the research. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Different Methods of Torque Measurements 
There are a number of methods of detecting forces amd moments acting on a 
electrical machine. The torsion on the shaft can also be found without physical 
contact using optical detectors. There are also magnetostriction torque 
detectors, which rely on the fact that the magnetization characterisitics of a 
ferromagnetic material change when it is subjected to traction or compression. 
The several methods of measuring the mechanical torque of an electrical 
machine (in our case a squirrel cage induction motor) are: 
(i) Frequency Type Torque Sensor 
(ii) Strain Gauges connected into a Wheatstone Bridge 
(iii) Flux Sensing Method 
1.1.1 Frequency Type Sensing 	o 
Figure 1 shows a torque sensor of this type. The angle of torsion of a shaft is 
detected from the slight mutual displacement of the position of the teeth of two 
gear wheels that are fixed to the shaft at a suitable interval. The postion of the 
teeth of the gear wheels is detected electromechanically by means of a 
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proximity sensor. When torsion due to torque is applied to the shaft, there is a 
slight mutual displacement of the teeth of the two gearwheels. This, therefore, 
results in displacement of the times at which the positions of the teeth are 
detected by the proximity sensors. The torque can be detected by finding the 
angle of the torsion of the shaft by counting the number of reference pulses of a 
precise frequency, using as gate signal this slight time displacement, found for 
a large number of teeth. 
Fig 1 Frequency Type Torque Sensing 
1.1.2 Strain Gauges Connected into a Bridge 
Torque Sensors, transducers that measure force, torque, or pressure usually 
contain an elastic member that converts the mechanical quantity to a deflection 
2 
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or strain. Torque cells are tranducers that convert an applied torque into a 
electrical output signal. Torque can be detected from the torsion of tranmission 
shaft. In a typical method a strain gauage can be attached to the motor shaft and 
signals can be obtained from the terminal of the bridge circuit circuit using slip 
rings. In this project thesis we would look closely into this method of 
measuring torque but without the use of slip rings. (Fig 2(a), (b)) 
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Direction of Strain 
Fig 2(a) Strain Gauge Bridge Fig 2(b) Strain Gauge 
1.1.3 Flux Sensing Method 
A new method of air-gap flux sensing in induction machines is introduced not 
long ago which is based on voltage sensing voltage across individual motor 
coils. By subtracting the voltage across two properly located motor coils a 
signal is obtained which is independent of stator ir drop and nearly independent 
of motor leakages reactance drop. By combining the proposed flux sensing 
method with conventional current transducers, the electromagnetic torque is 
readily computed. The method has been implemented in the laboratory and 
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good correlation has been obtained for both sinusoidal and inverter power 
supplies'. 
1.2 Project Approach 
We have looked at the various methods of measuring torque. Flux sensing 
method is hard to implement because hall sensors (used for electromagnetic 
flux sensing) are sensitive to surrounding temperature since the rotor is the 
hottest part in a rotating machine. However, the flux sensing method offers the 
ability to record transient torques that are present when machine is initially 
started. 
In this thesis, we will be looking into the use of strain gauge bridge in the 
measurement of machine torque as described in 1.1.1. Strain gauge offers 
simplistic hardware implementation with the use of slip rings. However, 
utilising a remote transmitter like radio transmitters or optoelectronics, allows 
slip rings to be eliminated from the torque measurement process. The process 
can be computerised by digitising the output voltage (after signal amplification) 
from the strain gauge bridge and transmitting the digitised 8 bit information via 
air to a photocliode array. The information received by the photodiode array 
would be sent via a signal conditioning unit to a microcomputer for display and 
analysis. 
'A New Approach to Flux and Torque-Sensing in Inductiorn Machines by Thomas A. Lipo and Kwong 
C. Chang Transaction on Industry Application Vol IA-22, No.4 July/August 1986 
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1.3 Torque Cells Design Concepts 
For the project, it was desired to use method of strain Gauges Connected into a 
bridge. It was decided from the onset of the project to eliminate the use of slip 
rings by substituting them with a infra red LED (Light emiting diode ) array. 
But first let us discuss the design concepts of the torque cells. The way the 
torque cells are to be connected are as shown below in Fig 3 . 
Fig 3 Strain Gauge Bridge 
A circular shaft with four strain gauges mounted on two perpendicular 45 
degree helices that are diametrically opposite one another is shown below in 
Fig 4. Gauges 1 and 3, mounted on the right hand helix, sense a positive strain, 
gauges 2 and 4, mounted on the left-hand helix, sense a negative strain. The 
two 45 degree helices define the principle stress and strain directions for a 
circular shaft subjected to a pure torsion. 
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Fig 4 
The shearing stress T in the circular shaft is related to the applied torque T by 
the equation: 
TD 16 T 
rxz = 2 J — 763- 
where D is the diameter of the shaft and J is the polar moment of inertia of the 
circular cross-section. Since the normal stress ax = ay = az = 0 for a circular 
shaft subjected to pure torsion, it is easy to show that 
16 T 
a 1 — 	= 	7537r 	(1 . 2) 
Principal stress si and E2 are obtained by using equations 1.3 and Hooke's law 
for the the plane state of stress. Thus, 
16 T (1 +1 
61 = 	E 
16 T (1 +v  
82--7537r 	E 	( 1 . 3 ) 
The response of the strain gauages is obtained by substituting these equations 
into Eq 1.4. 
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ARi -AR? — 	 -AR4 16 T (1 + v) 
R1 — 	R3 — R4 — E;s3-7r 	E Pg (1.4) 
If the gauges are connected into a Wheatstone bridge as illustrated in Fig 3, the 
relationship between output voltage Vo and torque is obtained by substituting 
Eq 1.4. 
16 T(1+v  
Vo - 	 E )Sg vs 
or 
t D3 E  
T — 16 (1+)Sg 	V o = Cvo 	(1.6) vs 
where 
7z- D3E  c — 16 (1+)Sg 
The sensivity is 
Vo 1 16(1+v)Sg vs 
T C 	D3E 
The sensivity of a torque cell depends on the diameter of the shaft(D), the shaft 
material (E and v), the gauge factor (Sg), and the voltage applied to the 
Wheatstone bridge (Vs) 
71" D3 ST 
Tmax 	16 (1.9) 
The voltage ratio at maximum torque (VoNs)max is obtained from Eq 1.8 and 
1.9 as 
( \A 	S ST(l+v)  )) 
Vs )nax (1.10) 
(1.5) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
7 
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If the torque cell is fabricated from heat treated steel (ST 60,000 psi), then 
(vo/vi)max=5.2mVN. Typically, the torque cells are rated at valuesof 
(VoNs)* between 4 and 5 mV/V. The torque T coresponding to an output 
voltage Vo is then given by Eqn 1.10. 
1.4 Wheatstone bridge 
The Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig 5, is a circuit used to convert a change 
in resistance to an output voltage. The output voltage Vo of the bridge can be 
determined by treating the top and bottom parts of the bridge as individual 
voltage dividers. Thus, 
AB = 	 Vs 
R1 + R2 
R4  T 
AD 	 V S R3 + R4 (1.12) 
Fig 5 The constant voltage Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
The output voltage Vo of the bridge is 
8 
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Vo = Vbd = Vab — Vad 	(1.13) 
Substituting Eqs (1.11) and (1.12) into (1.13) yields 
R1R3 — R2R4 
Vo 	 Vs 	(1.14) 
(RI + R2)(R3 + R4) 
Equation 1.14 indicates that the initial output voltage will vanish ( Vo = 0 m)if 
RIR; = R2R4 	 (1.15) 
When Eq 1.15 is satisfied, the bridge is said to be balance. The ability to 
balance the bridge ( and zero Vo ) represents a significant advantage, since it is 
much easier to 
(R1+ AR1)(R3+ AR3) — (R2 + AR2)(R4 + AR4)   Vo — 	 Vs 	(1.16) 
(RI + ARI + R2 + AR2)(R3 + AR3 + R4 + AR4) 
Expanding, neglecting higher order terms, and substituting Eq 1.14 yields 
R1R2  AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4  ( 	 ) Vs 
(RI + R2) 2 RI R2 R3 R4 
(1.17) 
An equivalent form of this equation is obtained by substituting r = R21R1 in Eq 
5.1.4 to give 
( ARI AR2 AR3 AR4 ) Vs AVo — 	  
(1+0 2 RI R2 	R3 R4 
(1.18 ) 
Equation (1.17) and (1.18) indicate that the output voltage from the bridge is a 
linear function of the resistance changes. This linearity results from the fact that 
the higher order terms in equation 
ARI AR2 AR3 AR4 ) (1--i)Vs AVo 	 
(1 +r) 2 k RI 	R2 	R3 	R4 
(1.19) 
Where 
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1+ AR1  + AR4 + r( AR2 + AR3 ) 
R1 R4 	R2 R3 
4 AR/  
E( 	) 
i=i Ri  
4 ARi 
E( 	) +2 
1=1 Ri 
1  (1.20) r +1 
(1.21) 
The error due to the nonlinear effect is shown as a function of ARi/Ri and r in 
Fig 6 for a bridge with one active transducer in arm R1 and fixed-value 
resistance in the other three arms. These results show that ARi/Ri must be less 
than 0.02 if the error owing to the nonlinear effect is not to exceed 1 percent. 
Although this limit may appear quite restrictive, the Wheatstone bridge is 
usually employed with transducers that exhibit very small changes in ARi/Ri. 
In our case, there are four nonliner error due to the four active gages. 
The sensitivity Sc of a Wheatstone bridge with a constant-voltage power supply 
and a single active arm is determined from Eq 1.18 as 
AVo Sc   	 Vs 
AR1/ R1 (1+r) 2 
(1.22) 
Again it is clear that increasing Vs produces an increase in sensitivity; however, 
the power Pt that can be dissipated by the transducer limits the supply voltage 
Vs to 
Vsq = it( Ri + R2 ) 
=itRt(1+r)=(1+r)j7, -R, 	 (1.23) 
10 
r = 5 , 
10 
4 
2 
0.01 	 01 
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0 
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Substituting Eq. 1.23 into Eq. 1.22 gives 
r 	 
Scv — l+r VAR, (1.24) 
The sensitivity S s of the strain-gage-Wheatstone bridge system is defined as the 
product of the sensitivity of the gages S g and the sensitivity of the circuit S cv , 
which is 
— 	 Ss Sg1 jptRt 
 
(1.25) 
Fig 6 Nonlinear term 1  as a function of resistance change AR 1/R1 for a 
constant-voltage Wheatstone circuit with one active gage. 
Equation 1.24 indicates that the circuit sensitivity of the constant-voltage 
Wheatstone bridge is due to two factors: (1) the circuit efficiency r/(1 + r), and 
(2) the characteristics of the transducer as indicated by Pt and R t. Increasing r 
increases circuit efficiency; however, r should not be so high as to require 
unusually large supply voltages. For example, a 500-0_ sensor capable of 
II 
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dissipating 0.2 W in a bridge with r = 4 (80 percent circuit efficiency) will 
require a supply voltage Vs = 50 V, which is higher than the capacity of 
regulated power supplies. 
The selection of a sensor with a high resistance and a high heat-dissipating 
capability is much more effective in maximizing circuit sensitivity than 
increasing the circuit efficiency beyond 70 or 80 percent. The product P tRt for 
commercially available sensors can range from about 1 W.C2 to 1000W.C2; 
therefore, much more latitude exists for increasing circuit sensitivity Ss by 
transducer selection than by increasing circuit efficiency. 
1.5 Synchronising the Transiniiter LEDs 
A major problem for the design was the ability to synchronise the LED array 
and the photodiode array since the entire transmitter section (i.e. Strain guages, 
Signal Amplifier, ADC and LED array) would be mounted on a rotating shaft. 
This could be overcomed by selecting a Analog to Digital Converter fast 
enough to convert the signal digitally (preferably in less than 20ms (50Hz)) and 
also by adding an additional synchronising bit (Hall Effect Switch). The Hall 
effect switch is selected in peference to a LED synchronising bit because of its 
ability to change states both on and off with the presence of magnetic field 
(from its matching magnetic core). 
Ideally, if the synchronising bit is not detected due to the fact that the LED 
array is not inline with the photodiode array on the rotating shaft. (Fig 7). 
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Fig 7 
Once the LED array is inline with the photodiode array, the synchronising bit is 
detected. This will activate the computer program to receive the digitally 
converted torque readings. (See Fig 8) 
Fig 8 
Since the entire transmitter system (i.e. the strain gauge bridge, the 
instrumentation amplifier, LED array and its digitising circuitry) is to be 
13 
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mounted on a rotating shaft. The circuit must have a independent power supply 
source. For this purpose PCB mounted Nickel-Cadmium rechargeable batteries 
are used. This will be able to power the entire transmitter circuitry 
A approximate block diagram of the proposed Torque Measurement 
Sytem using LEDs is as shown in Figure 9. The system can be broken into a 
few components. They are: 
(i) Strain Gauges Bridge - These are the transducers that produce the electrical 
torque signal for digitising by the ADC. 
(ii) Signal Amplifier - amplifies the electrical torque signal suitable for 
digitising by the ADC. 
(iii) Analog to Digital Converter - converts an analog eletrical torque signal 
into a digital signal. 
(iv) LED Array - transmit digitised torque information to the photodiode array. 
(v) Photodiode array - recieves the digital information sent from the LED array 
(vi) Signal Conditioning Unit - this unit does the necessary low pass filtering 
and other signal processing required to process the received signal for 
computer processing. 
(vii) Microcomputer - uses the Boston Technology PC3OD 110 board to receive 
the digital information for data processing and display on the screen. 
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Fig 10 
1.6 Equipment and Apparatus 
The Apparatus and equipment used for this project were: 
(i) IBM PC compatitble 386DX33 or above with at least 8 Mbytes DRAM 
(ii)Boston Technology PC-30D Data Acquisition card (with connection box) 
(iii) Power Supply Unit (±5V and ±15V) 
(iv) Torque Transmit-tor Circuit 
(v) Torque Receiver Circuitry 
(vi) Telctronics TDS 320 Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
15 
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Chapter 2 
Shaft Design 
2.1 Designing the Shaft 
The project utilises the Generalised Electrical Machine M49 for testing. 
From the start of the project, there wasn't a shaft (ideally steel) suited for 
measuring the torsion due the presence of the torque. Therefore a new shaft 
had to be fabricated from mild steel. The shaft had to be fitted into the existing 
steel couplings used on the generalised machine. The shaft would be designed 
to be allow for torsion of not more than 3 degrees (laterally). 
First of all, the project started with the shaft design. The concept and formulas 
used are shown as follows: 
Polar Moment Of Inertia: Ip = J r dA 	(2.1) 
where 	r = Radius of ring-shaped element. 
A = Area of the ring-shaped element. 
T 4 nd4 cr 
32 
We know that 
TL 
(I) — GP 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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Where 4) 	= Angle of twist. 
T 	= Applied torque. 
G 	= Shear modulus of elasticity or modulus of rigidity. 
GIp = Torsional rigidity. 
GIp/L = Torsional stiffness. 
G– 	 2(1+v) (2.4) 
Where v = Poisson ratio. 
The material chosen for the shaft was Mild steel. Mild steel has the following 
characteristics: (Table 1) 
Modulus of elasticity E --t128,000 —30,000 Ksi or 190 —210 Gpa. 
Shear modulus of elasticity .=.-', 	 or 	— G10,000-11,800 Ksi 	75 	80 Gpa 
Poisson's ratio 0.27 	0.30. v,'z'. 	— 
Table 1 
Hence G = 75Gpa and v = 0.27 have been chosen as the worse case. 
The Diameter of the shaft has to be chosen based on length of the shaft with the 
formula as shown in 
TL 	TL 
– 
GIp 
– 
75 x 10
9 
 Ip 
30 	 (2.5) 
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Hence by simulation on an Excel worksheet by varying the desired shaft length 
and the desired diameter with the operating torque, we can work out the shaft's 
angle of torsion. This can be seen in Appendix B. 
As advised by Mr. Steve Avery from the workshop, the mild steel shaft 
available at the time of fabrication was the 15.88mm in diameter. The shaft was 
cut down to a length of 288.925 mm. Both ends on the shaft would have to be 
fitted with metal adapters to fit into the metal coupling on the M49. Pressed 
joint were used to fit in the adapters such that existing circuitry and slip rings 
can be mounted onto the shaft with on of the adapters taken off. 
Fig 11 3D virtual realisation of the shaft using 3D StudioR2 
The drawings and assembly drawing on the custom shaft is as shown in 
Appendix A. 
18 
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Using a 3D modeling program 3D Studio R2 by Autodesk Inc, we can model 
the shaft complete with its circuit and components mounted before it was even 
realised. This was done to effectively planned the mounting arrangement of the 
circuits to be installed onto the shaft. These circuits includes Mr. Y Sia's 
instrumentation amplifier circuit (using the INA114 chip), Mr. L Tan's optical 
disc, the strain gauges and the batteries. 
2.2 Specification of Shaft 
The Specification of Shaft is as follows: 
Length of Shaft 288.925mm 
Diameter of Shaft 15.88mm 
Material of Shaft Mild Steel 
Maximum Torsion Allowable 3 degrees 
Maximum Allowable Torque Before 
Shaft Becoming Permanently Plastic 
75.956 Nm (4 x Steady State torque) 
2.3 Problems faced during shaft design 
There were many problems faced during the designing of the shaft. They were: 
19 
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1) The unavailability of the right diameter of mild steel material for the shaft 
fabrication meant that the 15.88mm rod was used instead of the 16mm 
diameter. This meant that it would have lesser twist (if torque was present). 
2) The design of the right slip ring to do the job caused delay. Since brass was 
chosen as the contact material, the contact broke rather easily due to the 
hardness of the brass surface. The final contact used was as shown in Fig 
12(a), the bit that was in contact with the shaft is a carbon brush soldered 
onto a flexible brass strip as shown in Fig 12(b). 
d\11 
Fig12(a) Some of the slip rings contact design that failed 
Fig 12(b) Final slip ring contact design that was selected for the project 
20 
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3) The discs for Mr. L Tan's part were quite difficult to align. Alignment took 
quite a lot of time to achieve. This causes a lot of delay. 
21 
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Chapter 3 
Circuit Overview 
The complete circuit diagram and PCB design for the transmitter and 
receiver is as shown in Appendix C. 
3.1 Strain Gauge Bridge 
The gauge selected for this purpose is the Type 11 Single mild steel (RS Cat 
No. 308-102) strain gauge. The strain gauges were to be mounted in 45 degree 
helices as shown below in Fig 13. The type of adhesive used to bond the strain 
gauge to the shaft was cyanoacrylate or epoxy adhesives. The steps of bonding 
the strain gauges to a surface can be seen in Fig 13. 
Fig 13 Strain gauge mounting positions on shaft 
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As seen from the above diagram the corresponding number refers to the strain 
gauge number as shown in the strain gauge bridge connection as seen below. 
Fig 14 
To connect up the strain gauges terminals, self-adhesive terminal pads are used 
to solder the strain gauge leads to it. 
Fig 15 Strain gauge wire connections 
23 
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3.2 Battery Power Supply Pack 
The batteries chosen to supply the ADC circuit and the instrumentation 
amplifier circuit were the DURACELL 9V batteries. During the 
conceptualisation of the project, it was envisaged that button cells were to be 
used. However, after thorough examination of the 3.6V button cells, it was 
found that it required a external battery holder which would take up a lot of 
space. If 6 of these battery holders were to be used the battery panel to be fitted 
onto the shaft, the plastic block that was to be used to mount the circuits would 
run out of space. 
3.3 The Transmitter 
The transmitter circuit is made up of a Analog -to-Digital Converter and a 
Instrumentation amplifier. Since the signal would be too low for the ADC, the 
signal amplifier would be required to amplify the torque signal to a suitable 
value. The signal amplifier used is the Bun - Brown INA111. 
It is basically made up of the a Instrumentation Amplifier and a Analog to 
Digital Converter to convert the strain gauge voltage into an equivalent digital 
information. It is connected to be in a free running mode. The instrumentation 
Amplifier INA111 is designed with a 11LQ trimpot across pin 1 and pin 8 such 
that the gain is adjustable from 50 - 10000 times. For our purposes the trimpot 
is set at 21d2 such that the gain is set at 1000. The output of the signal 
24 
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amplifier is connected to the input of the ADC0804. The ADC0804 is 
configured to digitised a voltage between 0 to 5V to its correspondent digital 
codes. This is achieved by adjusted trimpot at pin 9 to a voltage level of 2.5V. 
The switched is pressed everytime to assured that the circuit is in its ready state 
when it is powered up. The Light Emitting Diodes (LED) transmit the digital 
codes that is to be passed through the air gap 
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Fig 16 Transmitter Circuit 
The ADC is to be self clocked using 101S2 and 150pf across pin 19 and pin 4 to 
clocked the ADC at 600kHz which is 400 times of the rated speed of the 
induction machine (1500Hz). This is to guarantee a swift digital conversion rate 
of not less than 1500Hz. 
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3.4 The Receiver Circuit 
The sensor circuit is basically a signal processing circuit that converts the 
multi-level light signals from the transmitter into a quantified distinguishable 
digital level signal. Please refer to the circuit as shown below. 
Fig 17 Receiver circuit for 1 single bit 
The circuit has a light signal amplification circuit. With any amount of light 
falling on the photocliode BPX50, the resulting forward voltage across the 
diode terminals is amplified to a suitable level to be fed into a LM339 Quad 
comparator. This amplified light voltage which is proportional to the amount of 
light falling onto the photodiode is compared with a fixed voltage level. This is 
to determine whether the light signal is to be classified as a 'high' or 'low' 
state. For this purpose VI (as seen from diagram is fixed at 1 V. Any light level 
(after amplification ) greater than 1V is classified as l' state (+5V) and any 
light level lesser than 1V is classified as '0' state or OV. This will effectively 
26 
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quantify the light voltage level signals into digital levels for interfacing with the 
computer. 
3.5 The Synchronising Hall Effect Switch 
As discussed in the chapter 1, a synchronising bit is to be used to detect the 
instant when the LEDs and the receiver array is in line. For this purpose, the 
RS Hall Effect IC switched (Cat No.307-446 equivalent to UGN3120U) was 
chosen, it will provide 'bounce free' switching operations whenever a magnetic 
field corresponding to the respective face is detected. (Fig 8) 
Fig 18 operation of the Hall Effect Switch RS 307-446 
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3.6 Problems Encountered in Circuit Design Stage 
(i) The Transmitter circuit was initially designed with a sample and hold 
amplifier. After much consideration, the sample and hold amplifier was 
discarded since the circuit boards were quite tight on space. 
(ii) The strain gauges were quite delicate and difficult to mount onto the shaft. 
The first time the first set of four strain gauges were mounted, terminal pads 
were not used to connect up the wire-sized leads. This caused the wire lead 
to break and caused a lot of readng errors. The cyanoacrylate or epoxy 
adhesives cost $175 a small mix. Since the mounting of the strain gauges 
were done by the technicians from the Mechanical Workshop, a lot of delay 
resulted. And the Engineering had to spend $350 on the adhesives used. 
(iii)Choice of Batteries were limited. Initially 6V 250mAh rechargeable Ni-Cad 
batteries were chosen. But when it arrived, Mr. Bernard Chenery advised 
that at more that 5 rpm, the battery would fly out. Choice of batteries were 
then switched to the 1.5 V button cells, but it would be impractical to have 
16 buttons cells on the shaft. So finally, the batteries chosen were the 9V 
alkaline batteries. 
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Chapter 4 
Software Description 
4.1 Software Design Guidelines 
The development software was base on the following guidelines: 
(i) Program developed was to be operated in the MS DOS environment. 
(ii) Mouse hardware interrupt programmed on INT 33H. 
(iii) Software configuration of hardware possible. 
(iv) Graphical display of data acquired. 
(v) User Friendliness and easy to learn and use. 
It had been decided that a simple icon based GUIs (Graphical User Interface) 
was to be used. The proposed GUI was to be supported by a standard Microsoft 
TM serial mouse connected to either serial comm. port 1 or 2. 
The advantages of GUIs are: 
(i) Simple and easy to use 
(ii) Easy to learn 
(iii) Graphical displays of data 
(iv) Configuration of hardware can be done in Software 
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The use of mouse can be initiated by using a mouse interrupt routine 
programmed on top of Int 33H. This allows for area sensing for initiation or 
actions required, or 'double-clicking' of mouse and with other special features 
related to use of mouse. 
4.2 System Requirements 
The program designed have to meet the following system requirements: 
• IBM PC 386DX33 or above 
• 8 Mbytes RAM 
• 2 Mbytes hard disk space 
• Compatible SVGA video card 
• Boston Technology PC-30D Data Acquisition card with Driver software 
Basically, the program uses a set of Turbo Pascal Units (TPUs) developed by 
Mr. Scott D. Ramsay (Email ramsays@access.digex.com ) for Turbo Pascal 6. 
This set of software was obtained through the internet wuarchives' 
ftp.wustl.edu site. It includes TPUs for imaging, joystick manipulation, mouse 
usage and Super Video Graphics Adapter (SVGA) display routines. The TPUs 
formed the backbone of our GUI design for the Digital Torque Measurement 
System (DTMS). Other TPUs used in the GUI design were: 
(i) 	PC3OD Software Driver 
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(ii) 	Quinn Curtis Real Time Display Drivers 
A screen dump of the Torque Measurement Terminal can bee seen in Figure 
19. Configuration like gain of PC30 card can be set in the Configuration 
screen. (see Fig 20). 
The graphics interface uses standard Turbo Pascal 6.0 graphics unit Graph.tpu. 
To allow for 640x480 pixels with 16 colors we use the BGI driver 
EGAVGA.BGI. 
The Program flowchart for the main Torque measurement Terminal can be seen 
in Fig 21. 
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Fig 21 Program flowchart for Torque measurement Terminal 
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Fig 19 Main Torque Measurement Terminal 
'Clicking on (Button)..." 
Essentially means moving the mouse pointer to the desired button on screen, 
Depressing the LEFT MOUSEBUTTON and releasing it 
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4.3 Program General Description 
The Digital Torque Measurement System (DTMS) Program can be subdivided 
into the following sections. 
(i) Introduction/Demo Section : automatically run at start of program 
(ii) Configuration Section : activated separately outside DOS environment 
(iii)Measurement Section : immediately follows the Introduction section 
In the following few pages we would discussed the various functions of the 
DTMS Program. But first of all, there are some jargon being used that need to 
be clarified. 
4.4 Starting the Program 
The program can be activated by typing DTMS and then pressing <ENTER>. 
The program would automatically run and it would search for the configuration 
file "Config.ini" to setup the parameters of the PC30 card and then various 
components of the measurement system. Once this is completed, a text 
sequence displaying the authors' note about the program and a brief 
introduction of the project is displayed. 
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It will then proceed to run a virtual reality realisation of the project. It will 
include a 3D rotated view of the Torque Measurement System. 
3D Studio R2 from AutoDesk Inc. utilises 16 million true colour image 
rendering to generate animated sequence which has the "*.FLI " extension. The 
*.FLI files are called from within the program using the FLICS.TPU developed 
by Scott Ramsay. However, the only set back is that it may require a minimum 
DRAM of 8 Mbytes that will produce a minimum 32,000 bytes of Minimum 
Heap Space in the Turbo Pascal 6.0 environment. Hence the animated sequence 
is put into a TPU to free up the HEAP MEMORY when exiting from the VR 
animation sequence for use in other parts of the program (especially in the 
PC30 interfacing sequence) 
Please Refer to Appendix D for Snapshots of the animated sequence 
Moving the mouse to click on the OK button would clear the various screens 
and skip to the next screen. The next screen is the Torque Measurement 
Terminal which is used in the actual reading of the acquired measurement. 
To exit to the Torque Measurement Terminal, click on the 
button to quit to DOS. 
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Clicking on the , 	button will return the user to the introduction screen. 
4.4 Configuration Menu 
Clicking the CONFIG BUTTON will result in the following screen (as shown 
in Fig 20). 
To save the configuration after setup, click on 	 to save the 
configuration to file config.ini. To exit to the Configuration Menu after 
selecting the desired configuration, click on the 	 button to quit to DOS. 
The program listings can be seen in Appendix D. 
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4.5 Detailed Software Module Description 
The Program GUI16 is made up of few main modules: 
(a)Data acquisition module 
(b) Display Module and 
(c) Initialisation Module 
4.5.1 Data Acquisition Module 
The Readport procedure basically reads in 200 samples from port A of PC30 card. 
This data is done by sensing the presence of the synchronising bit in bit 0 of port 
B. Once a '1' is detected, a sample is logged into Ydata array and together with 
the speed reading in Speed data array. Substituting the variables below into 
Equation 1.5: 
Gauge factor = 2 
v= 0.3, 
Vs = 9V 
D = 0.01588 mm 
E = 0.01588 
Gives 
Torque — 
2520 
500 (Vo+1.85) 
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{This procedure reads 200 samples each time its is called. Every time the synch bit 
is detected the data is logged and this is repeated 200 time and stored in an array. 
procedure Readport; 
var 
,count: 	integer; 
r,z: 	double; 
begin 
end; 
count := 0; 
While (count<200) do 
begin 
B := d_in(1); 
IF (B = 1) then 
begin 
A := d_in(0); 
z := (1 - 2048)*5/2048; 
r := A/256*5; 
Speed_data[count]:= z*1000; 
Torque_data[count] := (r +1.85)*(2520/500)); 
count := count+1 ; 
end; 
end; 
{speed array} 
{torque array} 
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The equation can be implemented into the program as shown in Listing 1. 
Listing 1 
4.5.2 Initialisation Module 
At startup, the program will read in a set of the values about the system regarding 
gauge factor, sampling frequency, Instrumentation Amplification gain and 
Sampling frequency. This file is named config.ini and is stored in CA. The order of 
sequence of information is as below in Listing 3 and requires the procedure 
Readini to read it into memory (listing 2). 
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{This procedure write setup into c:\config.ini } 
Procedure Readini; 
Var ftext; 
begin 
Assign(tpath-Pconfig.inii); {Write to } 
Reset(f); 
While not Eof(f) do 
begin 
Readhi(f,Gfactor); 
Readln(t I_gain); 
Readln(f,V_supply); 
Readln(f,F_sample); 
end; 
Close(f); 
end; 
Listing2 
Initialisation File 
Config. ini 
3 	{Gauge Factor} 
3000 {I Insturmntation Amp Gain} 
3 	{V_supply} 
4900 {F_sample} 
Listing 3 
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4.5.3 Display Module 
The Display module is much more complicated than it seems and because it has 
more sub-modules than the modules themselves. So please refer to program 
documentation in Appendix D. Basically, Turbo Pascal 7.0 BGI graphics is used to 
draw the buttons and title page in the window 1 (rtstat[1]) whereas the Torque 
display window is displayed in window 0 (rtstat[0]),and the speed window in 
(rtstat[2]). This are updated every 200 samples. (Listing 4) 
yvalues[0] := Torque_data[index]; 
ylvalues[0] := Speed_data[index]; 
rtupdatesweepgraph(rtstat[0],yvalues); 
rtupdatedisplay(rtstat[2],ylvalues); 
Listing 4 
Please refer to program documentation for more detailed explanation of program. 
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Chapter 5 
Circuit Assembly and Equipment Setup 
This chapter outlines the equipment setup used in the project. Basically, there a 
few main points discussed here, they are : 
(i) Setup and Connection of the M50 and M49 machines 
(ii) Slip Rings, Shaft and Battery Setup and 
(iii) Circuit Setup and Assembly 
5.1 Setup and Connection of the M50 and M49 machines 
The M49 was to be connected as an induction machine driving a DC generator 
M50. M49 was supplied using a variac and the 2 machines were coupled together 
by the shaft using couplings. The M50 supplied a DC load (in our case Load bank 
No.4). Moreover, the field of the DC machines was supplied by a field rheostat 
supplied with ±106V from the DC panel A21. The overall setup is as shown in Fig 
23 on the next page. 
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5.2 Slip Rings, Shaft and Battery Setup 
As proposed earlier, the batteries to be used were 3.6V buttons cells. It was later 
decided to use two 9V batteries since it was easily available and gives a better 
Ampere hour performance. 
Fig 22 Battery setup connections 
The connection from the slip rings was also necessary since the strain gauge bridge 
is supplied by a 5 V DC power supply unit. The connection of from the slip ring 
contacts is as shown in Fig 24 below. + Signal refers to the signal from the strain 
gauge bridge with - Signal as the reference. 
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Fig 24 Slip rings contacts connections 
5.3 Circuit Setup and Assembly 
Next the circuit needs to be connected to the PC3OD card, For  this purpose, we 
use the PC3OD connection box and we connect, the digital outputs  to the Port A of 
the PC30 box. (See Fig 25) 
Fig 25 
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Where as the line for the synchronising bit went to bit zero of port B. 
All the rest of the port B and port C had to be grounded. The input from the LED 
display goes to the input of the circuit. Next the battery connector is plugged in to 
supply the ADC circuit mounted of the shaft. And we're ready to proceed. 
5.4 Calibration 
Next the LM339 comparator levels needs to be set in order for the sensed light 
level to be quantified into '1' or '0'. This is done by setting the potentiometers 
next to the 2 LM339 chips. Each pots corresponds to a bit of the light sensors. 
Then the pots are turned such that the light voltage level at the middle pin reaches 
a level of 0.4 V. This was because at the time of calibration, the ambient light 
conditions detected by the Light sensors were no ore than 0.4V and with the LEDs 
inline with the receiver, the Light level exceed 0.4V. Hence the threshold is set at 
0.4V. (see Fig 26). 
Fig 26 Postion of the calibration pots 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Observations 
6.1 Machine Specifications 
In this project, motor M49 and M50 is used as the test platform for torque 
measurement purpose. The M49 is connected as a 3 phase induction motor 
while M50 is connected as a DC generator. The specification of these motors 
are as in table below. 
Parameters M49( Induction Motor ) M50 ( DC motor ) 
Rated Voltage 415V(phase to phase) 220V 
Rated Current 13A( phase current ) 16.8A( armature current) 
Rated Power 7500W 2984W 
Rated Speed 1450RPM 1500RPM 
Tablel : Specification of Machines 
Figure27 below shows how the connection for M49 and M50 
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From Fig 27, the induction machine is connected to a DC motor. The DC motor 
acts as a load for the induction machine. This is done by adjusting the current 
into the field winding connected to the DC motor. When the current into the 
field winding resistance is increased, the armature current, I a , will increase. 
Hence the torque produced from the DC motor will increase proportionally. By 
adjusting the field current, various load torque will be carried by the induction 
motor. In our testing, the field winding resistance is adjusted at various level to 
obtain the armature current of 5A, 7A, 9A, 10A, 10.4A and 10.6A. The 
various torque readings were measured at these armature currents. 
6.2 Theoretical Calculation Of Torque 
Table2 below shows the armature current, back emf voltage and speed obtain at 
various field currents of the DC motor. 
Armature Current,Ia Back Emf Voltage,E Speed,W 
5A 94V 1471RPM 
7A 133V 1449RPM 
9A 174V 1410RPM 
10A 194V 1370RPM 
10.4A 196V 1355RPM 
10.6A 198V 1330RPM 
Table 2 Theoretical Calculation of Torque 
Since 
E = kW 
where E= back emf voltage 
k= constant 
W= speed 
(6.1) 
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and 
	
T = k Ia 	(6.2) 
where T = output torque of DC motor 
k = constant 
Ia = armature current 
Then For E =94V, W=1471RPM, I a =5A 
k - 94 — 0.8768 	(6.3) 
 
1471 x —27r 
60 
Since T = kla 
therefore T = 0.8768 x 5 = 3.08 Nm 
By using similar calculations, the predicted DC motor torque is shown in table 
below. 
Armature Current, I a Torque (Nm) 
5A 3.08 
7A 6.14 
9A 10.61 
10A 13.52 
10.4A 14.3 
10.6A 15.07 
Table 3 Torque calculated with different Ia 
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4.00 
3.50 
3.(X) 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
0.50 
0.00 
1 42 83 124 165 206 247 288 329 370 411 452 493 534 575 
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6.3 Torque Results Obtained for Different Loads 
The torque results of M49 induction machine with various load is as shown below 
in Fig These loads correspond to arrmature current of 5A, 7A, 9A, 10A, 10.4A 
and 10.6A. 
Fig 28 
Fig 29 
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Fig 30 
Fig 31 
Torque at load current = 10.9A 
1 51 101 151 201 251 301 351 401 451 501 551 601 651 701 751 801 
Sam ple no. 
Torque Measurement 
Fig 31 
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Fig 32 
Torque Readings from Full Load 
(10.9A) to No load 
Torque at Starting and then from Full Load 
(10.9A ) to No Load 
1 36 71 106 141 176 211 246 281 316 351 386 421 456 491 526 561 596 
Sample No. 
Torque Measurement 
Fig 33 
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6.4 Observations and Discussions 
When the machine was run it was observed that there was a initial voltage level 
detected by the sensors. The voltage level was about 1.8V - 2.5V depending on 
the ambient light conditions. In order to overcome this, the read in torque data 
from the PC30 was subtracted with the 1.81V and then the data was stored in 
an Y data array for display. Referring to Fig 28-Fig 31. 
It was observed that the Torque data acquired was quite noisy. Comparing 
these results with the Strain Gauge Method from Mr. Y Sia report. It seemed 
that the noisy from the optical method had lesser noise compared to it. At 
careful examination of the data, there was a 2mV difference in voltage level of 
the 2 methods. This corresponds to the ±2mV error LSB error as stated in the 
ADC080 Data Sheet (ie. whenever the ADC converts a voltage level, it can 
quantised it to a level of ±Vsupply/256 volts). 
6.5 Comparison Of Results 
Table (3) shows the comparison of the theoretical results and the measure 
results. 
Armature Current, 
In 
Predicted Torque 
(Nm) 
Measured 
Torque (Nm) 
% 
Difference 
5A 3.08 3.325 35% 
7A 6.14 5.02 18% 
9A 10.61 6.0 40% 
10A 13.52 6.95 48% 
10.9A 15.07 8.02 46% 
Table 3 Comparison of Results with theoretical values 
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From the comparison, it shows that the torque measure were quite consistent 
with the torque predicted at low values of torque. When High torque values 
were required, the percentage error torque were signals were 46-48%. 
It was observed from time to time that the torque signals at high torque 
conditions will fluctuates from 48% to greater than 52%. This happened on 
average once in every 5 measurements. The sensor system (photodiodes are 
extremely sensitive to ambient light conditions and the calibration of the 
threshold voltage levels was tedious task. The suspected problem area where 
the noise were largely induced was the 1.2 m long ribbon cable from the light 
sensors (photodiodes) to the signal processing circuit. This was not effectively 
shielded 
This was also observed by Mr. Y Sia when he used the slip rings to carry the 
signal. For his case, brush noises and electromagnetic noises were the main 
factor affecting his results. In this case, factors affecting the readings were: 
(i) Electromagnetic noise from the rotating machines 
(ii) Response of the photodiodes or photo sensors 
(iii)Improper Shielding of cables. 
(iv)The photodiodes casing (which is metal and forms part of the anode was 
also sensitive to electromagnetic noise. 
(v) The transmission of data was done on when a synchronising bit was 
detected. At higher speeds (50Hz) the synchronising bit signal acquired 
together with the torque data will in fact slow done the readport procedure 
causing a missing or invalid/untrue data being acquired. This was because 
Dynamic Memory Access (DMA) was not used in conjunction with the 
PC30 (a single value acquisition D in was used instead.) 
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However, as compared to the other 2 methods (namely the Tooth-wheel 
method and the Slip ring method) the noise level was comparatively lesser due 
to the fact the torque voltage signals from the slip rings were digitised before 
even sending it. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The results obtained by using Strain gauge method (with optical sensors used 
for signal transmission) were not close to the theoretical results. Noises were 
present with every measurement taken. It was concluded that the project that it 
was a partial success. The prototype was able realised physically from the 
initial conceptualisation stage. However, the system needs further 
improvement. This will be discussed in section 7.2 in this chapter 
7.1 Problems and Limitation of the Design 
(i) Time limitation, there were several mistakes made during the project 
duration. The first set of strain gauges were taken off the shaft due to 
damaged done on the lead wires when the terminal pads were not used to 
solder to form the bridge. This causes delay of 2-3 weeks 
(ii) Ineffective shielding of wires causes unwanted noise to be induced causing 
reading to be inaccurate. The noise is due to the environment in the power 
lab where switching and other equipment running at the same time. 
(iii)The phase difference method of measurement system is not able to measure 
the torque during locked rotor conditions. When the shaft is locked, the 
discs mounted on the shaft stays stationary. Hence, the optical sensors can't 
produce stream of pulses. 
(iv)The photodiodes casing (which is metal and forms part of the anode was 
also sensitive to electromagnetic noise). 
(v) Response of the photodiodes or photo sensors 
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(vi)The acquisition of processed of data slower due to the fact that Dynamic 
Memory Access (DMA) was not used in conjunction with the PC30 (a 
single value acquisition procedure Qin was used instead) thus causing a 
missing or invalid/untrue data being acquired. 
7.2 Future Improvement 
There are several improvement that can enhance the project in future. They are: 
(i) Investigate ways of properly shielding the cables from electromagnetic noise. 
(ii) The system could be improved in order to measure the steady state torque and 
transient torque. 
(iii)Adaptive filtering of noises can be implemented to actively remove noises at 
difference speed levels 
(iv)Photosensors with better reposes can be used in conjunction with Infra red Light 
emitting diodes. 
(v) Artificial Intelligence implemented software like Artificial Neural Network method 
can be employed for measuring the transient torque. This method is able to give a 
more precise and reliable results. 
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Appendix B 
Excel Simulation of Shaft 
Design 
18.99 
37.98 
56.97 
75.96 
::O0?f588:  
0.0094 
0.0188 
0.0282 
0.0376 
0.01588 
0.02588 0.03588 0.04588 
0.015 0.000361 0.0001349 
0.00266 0.000721 0.0002698 
0.004 0.001082 0.0004047 
0.00533 0.001443 0.0005396 
0.02588 0.03588 0.04588 
Toqrue /Diameter 
18.9891 
37.9782 
56.9673 
75.9564 
TVVist in Degrees 
18.9891 
37.9782 
56.9673 
75.9564 
PPP4: 
2290 
05 3091 • 
Simulation of Shaft on Exce15.0 
	
Appendix B 
Tnnax 	 18.9891 N/m 
Using the Formula rtl) 3 S T to obtain the various Diameter with varying max t 
T ' a x - 16 
T max l x 2X 	3X 4X 
Torque 18.9891 	37.9782 	56.9673 	75.9564 
Diameter 7.19E-03 9.06E-03 	1.04E-02 	1.14E-02 
Working out the Angle of Twist usin Different Diameter and a fixed Shaft Length 
Toqrue /shaft Lengt 
18.9891 
37.9782 
56.9673 
75.9564 
0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 
0.48203 0.67485 0.867662 1.0604762 1.25329 1.4461039 1.6389177 
0.1913 0.26781 0.344332 0.4208503 0.497368 0.5738867 0.6504049 
0.16711 0.23396 0.300802 0.3676466 0.434491 0.5013362 0.568181 
0.15183 0.21256 0.273297 0.3340291 0.394762 0.4554942 0.5162267 
:903149 
265480 
:554404 
:577pp 
Fixing the shaft length L = ::::0:231:78:: m ::::::0:288925:: overall shaft length 
   
0.05588 0.06588 0.07588 
6.13E-05 3.173E-05 1.803E-05 
0.000123 6.346E-05 3.606E-05 
0.000184 9.52E-05 5.409E-05 
0.000245 0.0001269 7.212E-05 
0.05588 0.06588 0.07588 
0003512 0 0018181 0.0010331 
0079.2ii• o 0036362 0.0020661 
0054543 0.0030992 
0072724i ;i. - 004132 
Expected torque 	204.435 884.903 2358.089 4930.2972 8907.833 14597.001 22304.107 
with changing diameter 
Strain Gauge Bridge Prediction Vs = 5V 
Torque/Diameter 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 
18.99 0.00161 3.2E-08 2.34E-13 8.236E-19 1.61E-24 1.913E-30 1.491E-36 
37.98 0.00323 6.3E-08 4.67E-13 1.647E-18 3.21E-24 3.826E-30 2.981E-36 
56.97 0.00484 9.5E-08 7.01E-13 2.471E-18 4.82E-24 5.739E-30 4.472E-36 
75.96 0.00646 1.3E-07 9.35E-13 3.294E-18 6.43E-24 7.652E-30 5.962E-36 
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Circuit Diagrams and PCB 
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Program Listings 
Torque Measurement 	 Appendix D 
($m 32000,0,655360) 
($1•1+,E+) 
PROGRAM GUI16; 
{This program is used in conjunction with the torque measurement system 
developed by Nigel S Lim for M.Tech Degree's Thesis. This program uses 
standard TP7 BGIs & Quinn Curtis Real Time Display units developed by 
Boston Tech. The program will set up 3 display windows: one each for 
torque, speed and background graphics. The program will basically detect 
for the sync bit at Port BO of PC30 and once detected will pulse the card 
to read 200 samples for the port A of PC30. Another set of input data is 
acquired again after every 200 samples. The QUIT button quits program to 
DOS while OK puts the user back to the intro. page) 
USES crt, graph,PC30,rtstdhdr, rtgsubs, rtchart,rtgraph, 
rtbargr, rttext, rtmeter, rtgcommo,rtmouse; 
label 1,2; 
VAR 
lc, If 
tags 
yvalues,ylvalues 
Torque_data,speed_data 
title 
units 
ratchf 
: rtintarraytype; {* line colors & styles*} 
: tagarraytype; {* tag names*} 
: rtvaluearraytype; {* hold current R-T value*) 
: ARRAY[0..200] OF RealType; (* random data*) 
: titletype; 	{* sweep graph title*) 
: tagtype; 	{* sweep graph units*) 
: BOOLEAN; 	{* staircase method*) 
halarms, lalarms, nalarms : tagarraytype; (hi,lo,no alanns) 
alarmstrings 	 : alarmstrarraytype; {holds alarm msgs} 
timeint, sampleint, miny, maxy, rt, lalarm, halarm, stpnt: RealType; {Torque Display 
settings) 
ut, grid, xdecs, ydecs, I 
index 
OK, QUIT_F, 
mousefound, mouse exist, 
back,continue 
continue key 
: boolean; 
: char; 
: INTEGER; 
: LONONT; 
{Return to intro. or Quit program) 
{Mouse found ?) 
buttous,buttonstat 	: integer; 
x,y,status finish : integer; 
G factor,V_supply,F_sample : realtype; 
Freq)  
{mouse button Status) 
(XY coordinates of the mouse pointer) 
(Gauge factor, Supply voltage, Sampling 
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F: Text; 
FILENAME: STRING; 
Const 
badd = $700; 	 {PC30 base address) 
PATH = 
(**********************************************************************) 
{This procedure write setup into c:\config.ini } 
Procedure Readini; 
Var ftext; 
begin 
Assign(Cpath-Pconfig.ini'); {Write to 
Reset(f); 
While not Eof(f) do 
begin 
Readhi(f,Gfactor); 
Readln(f, I_ga in) ; 
Readln(CV_supply); 
Readln(f,F_sample); 
end; 
Close(t); 
end; 
(*****************************************************************) 
Procedure Beppo; {Beeps when mouse is depressed on buttons) 
Begin 
Sound( 1000); 
Delay(100); 
Sound(4000); 
Delay(50); 
NoSound; 
End; 
(******************************************************************) 
(This procedure writes the sampled data into the data file) 
PROCEDURE OUTPUT FILE; 
begin 
Assign(F,PATH+F1LENAME-P.DAT'); 
Rewrite(F); 
end; 
(******************************************************************** 
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This procedures detects the presence of a PC30 card and returns a PROCEED 
signal for the program to start logging in data 
*********************************************************************) 
Procedure ver_chk; 
var 
r: real; 
v: integer; 
Ver : string[4]; 
begin 
v := version; 
r := hi(v) + lo(v)/100; 
(*clrscr; 
GotoXY(22, 2); 
wiite(PC-30/PC-126 Driver version ', r:4:2); 
str(r,ver);*) 
quitf:= false; 
if diag <> 0 then begin 
wiiteln; 
wiiteln('PC-30 dignostics report AID not installed or other fault.'); 
quit_f := true; 
end; 
end; 
(*****************************************************************) 
(This procedure draws the titlescreen at the start of program) 
Procedure titlescreen; 
Const 
Top : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x: 50; y: 50),(x: 590; y: 50),(x: 585; y: 55),(x: 55 ; y: 
55 )); 
Left : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x: 50; y: 50),(x: 55; y: 55),(x: 55; y: 425),(x: 50 ; y: 
430)); 
Bottom : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x: 50; y: 430),(x: 590; y: 430), 
(x: 585; y: 425),(x: 55 ; y: 425)); 
Right : an-ay[1..4] of PointType = ((x: 590; y: 51),(x: 590; y: 430), 
(x: 585; y: 430),(x: 585 ; y: 56)); 
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bar : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:150; y: 220),(x: 490; y: 220), 
(x: 490; y: 225),(x: 150 ; y: 225)); 
begin 
rtsetwindow(rtstat[0]); 
SetBkcolor(7); 	 {set background colour to light grey) 
SetColor(15); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFill,15); 
FillPoly(SizeOgTop) div 
SizeOgPointType),Top); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFill,15); 
FillPoly(SizeOgLeft) div 
SizeOgPointType),Left); 
rectangle(101,101,541,381); 
SetColor(8); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFill,8); 
FillPoly(SizeOf(Bottom) div 
SizeOgPointType),Bottom); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFil1,8); 
FillPoly(SizeOgRight) div 
SizeOgPointType),Right); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFil1,1); 
FillPoly(SizeOgbar) div 
SizeOgPointType),bar); 
rectangle( 100,100,540,380); 
SetColor(1); 
SetTextStyle(TriplexFont, Horizdir, 4); (Set Font Type & Size) 
OutTextXY(125,120,'Digital Torque'); 	{Writes title string on graphics screen} 
OutTextXY(126,120,'Digital Torque'); 	{ } 
OutTextXY(185,160,'Measurement System'); 
butTextXY(186,160,'Measurement System'); 
SetColor(12); 
SetTextStyle(SmallFont, Horizdir, 5); {Set Font Type & Size} 
OutTextXY(155,240,'University of Tasmania'); 	0 
OutTextXY(287,356,'Continue'); 	{} 
SetColor(1); 
SetTextStyle(SansSerifFont, Horizdir, 2); {Set Font Type & Size} 
OutTextXY(250,280,'bY Nigel S Lim'); 	} 
OutTextXY(251,280, 1bY Nigel S Lim'); 	( ) 
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SetColor(15); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
Line(280,350,350,350); 
Line(280,350,280,370); 
SetColor(8); 
Line(350,350,350,370); 
Line(280,370,350,370); 
(Continue Button) 
Rtgetmouse(buttonstat,X,Y); 
if rtbuttonpressed(0,buttonstat) then 
begin 
if (x >= 280) and (x <= 350) and (y >= 350) and (y <= 370) then 
begin 
rthidemouse; 	 {scan for depressed mouse on Continue 
button) 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[0]); 
RTSetColor(8); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
Line(280,350,350,350); 	{POP Contiune Button) 
Line(280,350,280,370); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(350,350,350,370); 
Line(280,370,350,370); 
delay(500); 
SetColor(15); 
Line(280,350,350,350); 	(POP Contiwie Button) 
Line(280,350,280,370); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(350,350,350,370); 
Line(280,370,350,370); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
beppo; 
rtshowmouse; 
continue :=true; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
(*****************************************************************) 
{This procedure draws some words about the project at the start of program) 
Procedure Intro words; 
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Coast 
sidela : array[1..3] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 50),(x: 639; y: 50),(x: 600 ; y: 89)); 
side2 : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 90),(x: 640; y: 50), 
(x: 640; y: 90),(x: 600 ; y: 130)); 
side2a : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 131),(x:640; y: 91), 
(x: 640; y: 129),(x: 600 ; y: 169)); 
side3 : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 170),(x: 640; y: 130), 
(x: 640; y: 170),(x: 600 ; y: 210)); 
side3a : an-ay[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 211),(x: 640; y: 171), 
(x: 640; y: 209),(x: 600 ; y: 249)); 
side4 : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 250),(x: 640; y: 210), 
(x: 640; y:250),(x: 600 ; y: 290)); 
side4a : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 291),(x: 640; y: 251), 
(x: 640; y:289),(x: 600 ; y: 329)); 
side5 : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 330),(x: 640; y: 290), 
(x: 640; y: 330),(x: 600 ; y: 370)); 
side5a : ai-ray[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 371),(x: 640; y: 331), 
(x: 640; y: 369),(x: 600 ; y: 409)); 
side6 : ai-ray[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 410),(x: 640; y: 370), 
(x: 640; y: 410),(x: 600 ; y: 450)); 
side6a : array[1..4] of PointType = ((x:600; y: 451),(x: 640;y: 411), 
(x: 640; y: 480),(x: 600 ; y: 480)); 
begin 
rtsetwindow(rtstat[0]); 
SetViewport(0,0,640,480,ClipOn); 
SetColor(14); 
SetFillStyle(Solidfil1,14); 
FillPoly(SizeOf(side la) div 
SizeOf(PointType),sidela); 
FillPoly(SizeOf(side2a) div 
SizeOf(PointType),side2a); 
FillPoly(SizeOf(side3a) div 
SizeOf(PointType),side3a); 
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FillPoly(SizeOgside4a) div 
SizeOf(PointType),side4a); 
FillPoly(SizeOgside5a) div 
SizeOgPointType),side5a); 
FillPoly(SizeOf(side6a) div 
SizeOf(PointType),side6a); 
SetColor(1); 
SetFillStyle(SolidFill,1); 	0 
FillPoly(SizeOgside2) div 
SizeOgPointType),side2); 
FillPoly(SizeOgside3) div 
SizeOgPointType),side3); 
FillPoly(SizeOgside4) div 
SizeOgPointType),side4); 
FillPoly(SizeOgside5) div 
SizeOgPointType),side5); 
FillPoly(SizeOgside6) div 
SizeOf(PointType),side6); 
SetColor(15); 
rectangle(21,21,590,440); 
SetColor(8); 
rectangle(20,20,589,439); 
SetColor(15); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
Line(450,450,550,450); 
Line(450,450,450,470); 
SetColor(8); 
Line(550,450,550,470); 
Line(450,470,550,470); 
(Draw Coutiwie Button) 
SetColor(12); 
SetTextStyle(SmallFont, Horizdir, 5); {Set Font Type & Size) 
OutTextXY(470,457,'Continue); 	() 
SetColor(1); 	(Set Text's Color) 
SetTextStyle(TriplexFont, Horizdir,3); (Set Font Type & Size) 
OutTex-tXY(45,30,'Digital Torque Measurement System); 	(Set Font Locations) 
OutTextXY(44,30,'Digital Torque Measurement System); 	(Set Font Locations) 
SetColor(4); 	(Set Text's Color) 
SetTextStyle(SmallFont, Horizdir,5); (Set Font Type & Size) 
SetUserCharSize(4, 3, 2, 2); 
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OutTextXY(45,80,'The Digital Torque Measurement is a system to measure torque of 
a'); 
OutTextXY(45,90, 1induction machine with strain gauges. Traditionally, the measurent'); 
OutTextXY(45,100,'is acquired with the use of slip rings. In this project, the slip'); 
OutTextXY(45,110, 1 rings are replaced with LED receivers and transmitters and the'); 
OutTextXY(45,120, 1 digitised torque information is transmitted via air to the receiver'); 
OutTextXY(45,130,'These received digital inforamtion are processed and displayed via'); 
OutTextXY(45,140,'Graphics User Interface (GUI).'); 
OutTextXY(45,160,'This Software is the result of the GUI design, written entirely in'); 
OutTextXY(45,170,'Turbo Pascal v6.0. It utilises mouse, flics and imaging TPUs by'); 
OutTextXY(45,180,'Scott D. Ramsay (Email ramsays@access.digex.com) obtained 
through'); 
OutTextXY(45,190,'the intemet wuarchives site.'); 
OutTextXY(45,200,"); 
OutTextXY(45,210,'The GUI features user friendliness and above all little hands on pc'); 
OutTextXY(45,220;experience. JUST MOVE THE MOUSE & CLICK 	 Extensive 
programming'); 
OutTextXY(45,230,'work has been done to reduce the response delay proceding from 
one'); 
OutTextXY(45,240,'screen to another. This is the final version which I think is the'); 
OutTextXY(45,250,'most up-to-date version [version 1611; 
OutTextXY(45,270,'Acknowlegments'); 
OutTextXY(45,290,Mr John Ameaud - Project Supervisor'); 
OutTextXY(45,300,Mr Steve Avery - Shaft Design & Fabrication'); 
OutTextXY(45,310,Mr Glen Mayhew - circuitry advice & PC installtions'); 
OutTextXY(45,320,Mr Bernard Chenery - Components and PCB fabrication '); 
OutTextXY(45,330, 1 1VIr Rowland Tan & Mr Henry Sia - Undegraduate partners in 
project'); 
OutTextXY(45,340,'" To God for the ability to pursue this M.Tech degree all the way 
**1) ; 
OutTextXY(190,360;(c) Copyright S.S. Lim 1995'); 
SetColor(I4); 
OutTextXY(180,400,'Click on < Continue > to proceed'); 
Rtgetmouse(buttonstat,X,Y); 
if rtbuttonpressed(0,buttonstat) then 
begin 
if (x >= 450) and (x <= 550) and (y >= 450) and (y <= 470) then 
begin 
rthidemouse; 	 {scan for depressed mouse on Continue 
button} 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[0]); 
RTSetColor(8); 
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SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
	
Line(450,450,550,450); 	{POP Contiune Button) 
Line(450,450,450,470); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(550,450,550,470); 
Line(450,470,550,470); 
delay(500); 
SetColor(15); 
Line(450,450,550,450); 	{POP Contitme Button) 
Line(450,450,450,470); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(550,450,550,470); 
Line(450,470,550,470); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
beppo; 
rtshowmouse; 
continue :=true; 
end; 
end; 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
end; 
(*****************************************************************) 
(This procedure initialises the mouse at start up) 
Procedure Init_mouse(var mouse_present:boolean); 
begin 
RTInitMouse(mousefotmd,buttonstat); 
IF mousefound THEN 
BEGIN 
(*RTSetMouseIntr(4);*) 
RTSetMouseMaxX(0,GetMaxX); 
RTSetMouseMaxY(0,GetMaxY); 
rtshowmouse; 
mouse_present=true; 
END 
else 
mouse_present := false; 
end; 
(Show mouse pointer) 
(*****************************************************************) 
(This procedure scans for the actions to continue, quit program) 
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procedure mouse_detect; 
begin 
back := false ; 
OK := false; 
Quit := false; 
Rtgetmouse(buttonstat,X,Y); 
if rtbuttonpressed(0,buttonstat) then 
begin 
if (x >= 500) and (x <= 550) and (y >= 380) and (y <= 430) then 
begin 
rthidemouse; 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[1]); 
	(POP OK Button) 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(500,380,550,380); 
Line(500,380,500,430); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(500,430,550,430); 
Line(550,430,550,380); 
delay(100); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(500,380,550,380); 
Line(500,380,500,430); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(500,430,550,430); 
Line(550,430,550,380); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
beppo; 
rtshowmouse; 
OK := true; 
end; 
if (x >= 380) and (x <= 450) and (y >= 
begin 
rthidemouse; 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[1]); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(380,380,450,380); 	(POP quit Button) 
Line(380,380,380,430); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(450,380,450,430); 
Line(450,430,380,430); 
delay(100); 
RTSetColor(15); 
380) and (y <= 430) then 
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Line(380,380,450,380); 
Line(380,380,380,430); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(450,380,450,430); 
Line(450,430,380,430); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
beppo; 
rtshowmouse; 
Quit := true; 
end; 
if (x >= 260) and (x <= 330) and (y >= 380) and (y <= 430) then 
begin 
rthidemouse; 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[1]); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(260,380,330,380); 	{pop extra button) 
Line(260,380,260,430); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(260,430,330,430); 
Line(330,380,330,430); 
delay(100); 
RTSetColor(15); 
Line(260,380,330,380); 
Line(260,380,260,430); 
RTSetColor(8); 
Line(260,430,330,430); 
Line(330,380,330,430); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
beppo; 
rtshowmouse; 
back := true; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
(**********************************************************************) 
{This procedure reads 200 samples each time its is called. Every time the synch bit is 
detected 
the data is logged and this is repeated 200 time and stored in an array. 
procedure Readport; 
var 
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A,Bj,k,l,m,ch,n,s ,count: 	integer; 
r,z: 	double; 
begin 
	
count := 0; 	 • 
While (count<200) do 
begin 
B := d_in(1); 
IF (B = 1) then 
begin 
A := d_in(0); 
z := (1- 2048)*5/2048; 	 (speed array) 
r := A/256*5; 	 (torque array) 
Speed_data[count]:= z*1000; 
Torque_data[count] := (r +1.85)*(2520/500)); 
count := count+1 ; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
(**********************************************************************) 
Procedure WinSetting; 
Begin 
{* SET UP 2 REAL TIME WINDOW, SET THEM FOR THE TOP 
AND BOTTOM 1/2 OF THE SCREEN *} 
rtsetpercentwindow(rtstat[0],0.20,0.15,0.97,0.60); (*torque window*) 
rtsetpercentwindow(rtstat[1],0.01,0.01,0.99,0.99); (*graphics window*) 
rtsetpercentwindow(rtstat[2],0.05,0.15,0.18,0.60); (*Speed window*) 
IF (GetMaxColor >=1) THEN 
Begin 
rtinitwindowcolors(rtstat[0],1,8,2,4,15,15,15); 
rtinitvvindowcolors(rtstat [41,8,2,4,15,15,15); 
End; 
RTSetWindow(rtstat[1]); 
SetBkColor(7); 
SetColor( 15); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 	 {0 K Button} 
rectangle(11,11,621,471); {Pop Outer border} 
line(250,350,250,430); 	{gain border} 
line(250,430,150,430); 
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Line(600,300,600,450); 	(Text border) 
Line(600,450,120,450); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 	 K Button} 
Line(500,380,550,380); 
Line(500,380,500,430); 
Line(380,380,450,380); (quit Button) 
Line(380,380,380,430); 
Line(260,380,330,380); 	{extra button} 
Line(260,380,260,430); 
RTSetColor(8); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,1); 
rectaugle(10,10,620,470); {Pop Outer border} 
Line(120,300,600,300); 	{Text border} 
Line(120,300,120,450); 
line(150,350,250,350); 	(gain border) 
line(150,350,150,430); 
SetLineStyle(0,0,3); 
rectangle(160,380,240,420);(gain panel) 
Line(500,430,550,430); 	(0 K Button) 
Line(550,430,550,380); 
Line(450,380,450,430); 	(quit Button) 
Line(450,430,380,430); 
Line(260,430,330,430); 	(extra button) 
Line(330,380,330,430); 
SetLineStyle(0,0, 1); 
RTSetColor( 1); 
SetTextStyle (SmallFont, Horizdir, 5); 	(Set Font Type & Size) 
OutTextXY(210,310Jorque Graph Module V1.2 (c)1995 SS Lim'); 
OutTex-tXY(518,402, 10K); 
OutTextXY(390,402,' Quit'); 
{ OutTextXY(45,392Jorque Graph Module '); 
RTSetColor(15); 
SetTextStyle(TriplexFont, Horizdir,3); 	{Set Font Type & Size} 
OutTextXY(101,30,'Digital Torque Measurement Terminal); 
Rtsetcolor(1); 
OutTextXY(100,30,'Digital Torque Measurement Terminal); 
settextstyle(3,0,2); 
OutTextXY(180,360, 1 Gain); 
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str(I_gainkgain_str); 
OutTextXY(180,395kgain_str); 
settextstyle(2,0,5); 
{* TAG NAMES, AND UNITS*) 
tags[0]:= 'Torque in N/m1 ; 
tags[1]:= 'Speed in RPM'; 
units:= 'Torque N/mt; 
nt := 1; (no.r 
of traces on graph) 
{* SET THE COLOR AND LINESTYLE FOR THE 2 TRACES*) 
for i := 0 TO nt - 1 do 
BEGIN 
lc[i] := 2; 
lffi] := 0; 
END; 
for i := 0 to 2 DO 
BEGIN 
case i of 
0: BEGIN 
(* display VALUES FOR LIMITS torque window*) 
timeint := 1.0; sampleint := 0.01; miny := 0.00; 
maxy := 5; 	rt := 0.10; 
grid := 0; 	lalarm := 0.00; halarm := 15; 
stput := 0.00; ratchf := false; xdecs := 2; 
ydecs := 2; 
title: = 'Graph of Torque vs Time Sample=0.005'; 
rtsetupsweepgraph(rtstat[0],timeint, sampleint, miny, maxy, rt, nt, grid, lalarm, 
halann, 	 stpnt, xdecs, ydecs, title, units,tags, lc, If, 
ratchf); 
END; 
2: BEGIN 
{* VERTICAL BARGRAPH for speed window*} 
lc[O] := 9; 
tags[0]:= 'Tach'; 
(*SET ALARM STRINGS FOR EACH CHANNEL IN THE ANNUNCIATOR 
DISPLAY*) 
halanns[i]:= 'HIGH'; 
lalarms[i]:= 'LOW'; 
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nalarms[i]:= 'OK'; 
rtsetupvbargraph(rtstat[i],0,1600,0,350,700,550,0,'Speed 1 ;RPM%tags, 
alarmstrings, 1,lc,10; 
END; 
END; 
{* PUT A BORDER AROUND THE WINDOWS *} 
if (i=0) and (i=2) then rtborderwindow(rtstat[i], 15); 
End; 
END; 
t*****************************************************************) 
procedure Reset Screen; 
begin 
Rthidemouse; 
clearviewport; 
rtCloseGraphics(1); 
rtinitgraphics(defaultbgidir,3,1); 
Init_mouse(mouse_exist); 
WinSetting; 
end; 
BEGIN {Main} 
Chscr; 
Wiiteln('Digital Torque Measurement System'); 
Writehi('by Nigel S S Lim'); 
Writeln('a M.Tech Project (c) SS Lim 1995'); 
Writ em; 
Write('lnitialising Program 	 Please wait'); 
For i := 1 to 20 do 
begin 
Write('.'); 
delay(50); 
end; 
Write('Done!'); 
Writehi;Writeln; 
Write('Reading configuration file CONFIGINI'); 
Readiui; 
For i := Ito 20 do 
begin 
Write('.'); 
delay(50); 
end; 
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Write('Done!'); 
delay(2000); 
Writeln;Writeln; 
WRITELN('Please Enter Data Filename for Acquired Data:'); 
READLN(FELENAME); 
OUTPUT FILE; 
set base(badd); 	{Set PC30 base address} 
ver chk; 	{Verify PC 30 card) 
finish := 0; 
index := 0; 
if not quit_f then begin 
init; 
d mode(0,1,0); 
for i:= 0 to 15 do 
begin 
set_gain(i 3 O); 
ad_p rescaler( 1000); 
ad_clock(40); 	{sampling frequency 100Hz) 
{ad_prescaler(1000); 
ad clock(40);} 
end; 
{* INITIALIZE THE GRAPHICS ADAPTER, 
SET UP 1 REAL TIME WINDOWS*) 
1: rtinitgraphics(defaultbgidir,3,1); 
continue :=false; 
Init_mouse(mouse_exist); 
repeat 
titlescreen; 
until (continue=true) or keypressed; 
rthidemouse; 
clearviewport; 
rtshowmouse; 
continue :=false; 
repeat 
Intro words; 
until (continue=true) or keypressed; 
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rthidemouse; 
clearviewport; 
WinSetting; 
rtshowmouse; 
(Configure Realtime Windows) 
REPEAT 
ReadPort; 
mouse detect; 
if (OK = true) then 
begin 
reset_screen; 
goto 1; 
end; 
yvalues[0] := Torque_data[index]; 
ylvalues[0] := Speed_data[index]; 
rtupdatesweepgraph(rtstat[0],yvalues); 
rtupdatedisplay(rtstat[2],ylvalues); 
INC(index,2); 
WRITELN(F,INDEX,",Torque_data[INDEX]); 
if index>200 then 
begin 
index :=1; 
readport; 
end; 
UNTIL KEYPRESSED or (quit = true); 
CLOSE(F); 
END; 
{* CLOSE THE WINDOWS AND RESTORE ADAPTER TO TEXT MODE *} 
rtclosegraphics(1); 
{of not quit_f} 
END. 
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Appendix F:Results From The Tooth Wheel Method (by Mr L Tan) 
5.3.2.1 Measure Results 
Figure(5.4) to (5.9) shows the various measure results at different loads. From these figure, it is 
observed that the measure torque value comprises with some noise. From the fast Fourier 
transform of one of the measure results which is shown in appendix(8), it shows that there exists a 
large proportions of 50Hz noise. This 50Hz noise is induced onto the signal at various terminal 
and connections of the external devices use such as the input terminal of the PC30 interface box. 
This 501-lz noise is largely come from the noise from the main supply, fighting and surrounding. It 
is noticed that when comparing these results with the result obtain from no load condition in 
figure(5.2), it shows that when the machine is loaded the noise level is reduced. This is due to the 
fact that as the machine is loaded, the pulse from dics2 will always lag behind the pulse of disc I. 
Therefore the wider pulse delay due to the disc2 pulse lead over the disci pulse will not happen. 
Hence the fluctuation is minimised. Please refer to figure(5.3.1) again. 
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Figure5.4 : Torque measure which corresponds to armature current of 5A for DC motor 
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Figure5.6 : Torque measure which corresponds to armature current of 9A 
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Figure5.8 : Torque measure which corresponds to armature current of 10A 
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Figure5.9 : Torque measure which corresponds to armature of 10.6A 
5.3.2.2Comparison Of Results 
Table (5.4 ) shows the comparison of the theoretical results and the measure results. 
Table 5.4 : comparison of results 
Armature current Predicted 
torque(Nm) 
Measure using 
phase difference 
method(Nm) 
Error(%) Measure using strain 
gauges(Nm) 
5A 3.08 3.5 13.6 3.5 
7A 6.137 6.8 10 4.6 
9A 10.606 10.8 1.8 5.7 
10A 13.522 13.6 0.577 6.8 
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From the comparison, it shows that the torque measure is within ±20%. The error in measurement 
is largely due to the noise. This noise as seen from the above results fluctuates randomly. Since the 
torque measure is taken as the average of the fluctuations, therefore the average level is not a good 
measure of torque value. 
5.3 Test3 Transient torque 
The torque that is induced on the induction motor at the instant of switching on when the motor 
was driving a DC generator of armature current of I a 10.6A is shown in figure (5.9). From this 
figure, it shows that the torque reached a maximum of 22Nm at approximately 0.75sec. Since the 
expected maximum torque during transient is 75.9Nm which is approximately 4 times the rated 
torque, therefore it shows that the phase different method has a limitation of measuring transient 
torque. This limitation is due to response times of the low pass filter is slower than the transient 
response times of the motor. 
5.4 Test4 Torque measure when armature current switch from 3A to 10A 
•••...: 	•. 	•
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When the armature current of DC motor switched from 3A to 10A, the torque displayed on the 
screen is captured immediately and shown in figure( 5.10). From the figure, the torque measured 
is capable of responding at the instant when the load changed. This shows that the phase 
difference method is able of giving instantaneous results of torque measured. 
Figure5.10 : torque measure when Ia =3A switch to Ia=10A 
DISCUSSION 
Problems and limitation of the design 
I )One of the limitation of the phase difference method of measuring torque is the inability of the 
measuring system to operate well at low speed. This can be explain fi -om the torque speed curve 
of induction motor. When the induction motor is switched on initially, the transient torque occurs 
on the motor and the torque fluctuates to a few times the rated torque. These transient torque of 
the induction machine has a much higher response than the low pass filter response. Hence, the 
low pass filter may not be functioning Well during the transient operation. Thus there is a. 
limitation of using this method to measure torque during transient state. 
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2)Another problems that arises using the phase difference method is the misalignment between the 
two discs. Misalignment between the two discs causes a torque to be measured even though there 
isn't any torque produce on the motor. This has to be taken into account when measuring a load 
torque in order for the measurement system to be able to measure an actual load torque. 
3)Another conditions that need to consider when measuring the load torque is the friction and 
windage load. This load incurred a torque on the measurement system. Thus the torque measure 
from the system is a combination of load torque and torque due to friction and windage. 
4)The output from the measurement system is very noisy. This is shown in the results above. The 
noise is due to the environment in the power lab where switching and other equipment miming at 
the same times. Even though a low pass filter ( Model 3200) is employed to reduce the noise level 
and the noise reduce substantially, still the output is quite noisy. 
5) The phase difference method of measurement system is not able to measure the torque &fling 
locked rotor conditions. When the shaft is locked, the discs mounted on the shaft stays stationary. 
Hence, theoptical sensors can't produce 
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Results of Strain Gauge Method Using Slip Rings (by Y Sia) 
Torque at load current = 5A 
Torque at load current = 7A 
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Torque at load current = 9A 
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Torque at load current = 10.9A 
Sam pie no. 
Torque from full load (10.9A) to no load 
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